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Foreword from Claire Alexander,  
GVP of Brand Portfolio and Marketing  
at Gartner Digital Markets
At Gartner Digital Markets, we’re on a mission to help businesses embrace the software 
and services they need to accelerate growth. But even for experienced professionals, the 
software selection process can be daunting, filled with pressure to find the right functional, 
technical, and financial fit for their organizations.  

With our network of software reviews sites — Capterra, GetApp and Software Advice —  
and our service-based mindset, we answer the always-changing needs of modern business 
buyers so they can choose more confidently.  

We stand for validated social proof. Authentic user reviews are the heart of our service.  
We help transparency and feedback thrive. From finding the best-fit product to learning  
from customers, everyone can benefit from the lived experience of others. 

We activate software buyers. Our goal is to instill awareness and inform consideration — 
priming our audience to act. Whether reading our independent research, creating a shortlist, 
comparing features, or visiting a provider’s website, our audience acts with intention.  

We make it easier for software companies to attract and grow their next best customers. 
We’ve created a healthy marketplace based on quality and relevance, built with sophisticated 
auction technology that delivers audience reach, quality leads, and buyer intent data for 
digital marketers. Our premium advertising solutions are strengthened by the principle of 
improving buyer experiences and software company results. 

With our network of sites spanning more than 30 countries, Gartner Digital Markets is where 
software marketers turn for insights into software buyer behavior around the world. Read on 
to understand the changing preferences of business buyers and discover the steps you need 
to take to power the moments where growth begins. 

— Claire Alexander

9+ million
monthly visitors

1.5+ million
verified user reviews

1,200+
software categories

60
localized sites



Overview 
Business intelligence (BI) and data analytics platforms are evolving rapidly to meet the needs 
of an expanding user base, which includes both technical and nontechnical users.

The analytics and BI software market is expected to double in size by 2025, reaching a value 
of $13 billion at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 16% from 2020, according to 
Gartner research (full report available for Gartner clients). 

Increase in adoption due to the pandemic, more accessible pricing models, cloud-based 
offerings and low-code or no-code technologies are driving the continued momentum for BI 
and data analytics tools. While dashboards and descriptive reports remain the key features, 
advanced functionalities such as the ability to connect to a range of data sources, interactive 
visualizations and self-service data preparation are steadily gaining importance among BI 
and data analytics software buyers.

B2B software providers should know how to respond to such changing trends in buyers’ 
approach to technology investment. As part of the 2022 Global Software Buyer Trends 
Survey, Gartner Digital Markets surveyed decision makers involved in software purchases 
across 25 countries to understand today’s buyers’ preferences and how they make purchase 
decisions. (Read the survey methodology here.)

This report presents key insights across the five stages of the B2B software buying journey: 
awareness, consideration, decision, purchase and renewal/growth. It discusses buyers’ 
evolving needs and behaviors across these stages. However, the B2B buying progression 
is fluid and doesn’t always follow a linear path. Marketing and sales professionals should 
identify where their prospective customers are in the buying journey and then supply the 
right information at the right time using these insights.



Key Highlights 

• About 80% of the businesses surveyed use BI and data analytics software 
with marketing/PR, distribution/inventory management, and advertising being 
the industries with the highest adoption rates.

• When planning investment in analytics technology, businesses have different concerns 
depending on where they are located. In the United States, Japan and South Africa, 
security issues dominate buyers’ concerns, whereas compatibility with existing 
systems is the primary challenge for buyers in Germany, Spain and India.

• When making software purchases, buyers rely on recommendations from peers. 
As per the survey results, user reviews influence the decisions of about 74% 
of responding businesses.

• Buyers have a preference for better user experience, training support and reporting 
capabilities. Over 83% of respondents look for these features when selecting software.

• Buyers seek trusted information sources to learn more about a product. Nearly 50% 
of respondents say they visit reviews and rating sites to validate the efficacy of 
software offerings under consideration.

• Building a business case around the top business objectives helps buyers justify 
software investment and get buy-in from multiple stakeholders. Expanding the 
customer base and maintaining relationships with existing customers are the top 
priorities for today’s buyers.
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BI and Data Analytics Platform Critical Capabilities

Gartner defines BI and data analytics as an umbrella term that includes applications, tools, infrastructure and best practices that enable access to and 
analysis of information to optimize business decisions. The image below shows an overview of the critical capabilities of analytics and BI platforms. 
Features such as automated insights, natural language generation, product catalog navigation, natural language query and data storytelling are 
leading the functional innovation in analytics and BI software solutions, according to Gartner research (full report available for Gartner clients).

BI and Data Analytics Software at a Glance

• Nontechnical users are outnumbering specialized competency centers or IT teams in the adoption of BI and analytics software, leading the 
market to favor technology providers offering low-code or no-code capabilities suited for self-service analytics.

• Augmented analytics is boosting the demand for BI and analytics software. Vertical- and domain-specific augmented analytics solutions are 
expected to drive the overall adoption of analytics platforms from 35% in 2021 to 50% by 2023, according to Gartner.

• Buyers are shifting to cloud-based BI solutions that eliminate the complexity of maintaining huge IT infrastructure for data storage and 
provide faster implementation with limited resources.

• Most businesses are using integrated solutions. According to Gartner, by 2023, 60% of organizations will compose components from three 
or more analytics solutions to build integrated business applications that connect insights to actions.

Trends Shaping BI and Data Analytics Software Adoption

Cloud

Security

Manageability

Data Source
Connectivity

Data Preparation

Catalog

Data Visualization

Automated Insights

Natural Language Query

Reporting

Infrastructure Data Management
Analytics and

Content Creation Share Findings

Capabilities
that Gartner considers 
part of augmented
analytics or where
functional innovation
is occurring

Natural Language
Generation

Data Storytelling
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Building a viable go-to-market and sales strategy requires an understanding of the key priorities and behavior of software buyers. 

Global BI and Analytics Software Adoption 
Overall, BI and analytics software is used by 81% of the business leaders surveyed, and of those, 46% have adopted it in the past two years. 
Interestingly, small and midsize businesses (SMBs) are adopting the software as much as large enterprises, indicating its vitality for companies 
of all sizes.  
More than half of the firms in Italy, Colombia, Spain, Portugal, Brazil, France and India say they are investing significantly in BI and analytics 
solutions, and about a quarter from Canada, Japan, Finland, Norway, Belgium, Ireland and Australia say they haven’t used the software in 
the past two years.

Countries with highest adoption Countries with lowest adoption

Source: Gartner Digital Markets 2022 Global Software Buyer Trends Survey; n = 2,501; Q: Which types of 
software have you started using in the past two years, and how many do you intend to use permanently?

Source: Gartner Digital Markets 2022 Global Software Buyer Trends Survey; n = 2,501; Q: Which types of 
software have you started using in the past two years, and how many do you intend to use permanently?

60%Italy

Colombia

Spain

Portugal

Brazil

France

60%

56%

54%

54%

53%

India 52%

32%Canada

Japan

Finland

Norway

Belgium

Ireland

29%

28%

27%

26%

26%

Australia 25%
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Haven’t adopted in the past 2 yearsAdopted in the past 2 years

Among the 26 industries surveyed, marketing/PR, distribution/inventory management and advertising have the highest adoption rates of BI and data 
analytics software. Banking/financial and retail/food service continue to be heavy users, as over 30% respondents from these industries say they already 
have this software.

Gartner Digital Markets 2022 Global Software Buyer Trends Survey; n = 2,501; Q: Which types of software have 
you started using in the past two years, and how many do you intend to use permanently?

Gartner Digital Markets 2022 Global Software Buyer Trends Survey; n = 2,501; Q: Which types of software have 
you started using in the past two years, and how many do you intend to use permanently?

Software Adoption Across Industries

Key take-away 
Target buyers from industries that have high adoption rates (e.g., marketing/PR, distribution/inventory management) to fine-tune their 
marketing, sales and logistics activities. For industries such as nonprofit and real estate that haven’t used the software recently, build 
a demand generation strategy to make headway for your products in these markets. Retarget industries that had BI and data analytics 
software in the past, such as retail/food service, by working on the challenges that made them stop using the software or  
decrease usage.

Industries with highest adoption of BI and data analytics software

61%Marketing/PR

Distribution/
inventory management 

Advertising

Engineering

Insurance

Services —
IT and software

58%

57%

53%

53%

52%

50%Nonprofit

Services — other 
business, consulting

or consumer services

Real estate

Accounting

Education

36%

32%

27%

25%

Agriculture 24%
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Awareness Stage

Productivity Concerns Trigger Investment in BI and Data Analytics

For the majority of survey respondents, the need for productivity 
improvements is the key reason to invest in BI and data analytics 
software. This need is higher among buyers from the advertising, 
telecommunication, and IT and software services industries. Buyers 
from property management, hospitality and government say strong 
competitive pressure is their top reason for investing in BI and data 
analytics, while those from the accounting, investment services and 
energy/utilities industries say the need for advanced technology is 
the primary reason.

Top 3 factors triggering investment in BI and 
analytics software

Source: Gartner Digital Markets 2022 Global Software Buyer Trends Survey; n = 2,028; Base: Have adopted BI 
and data analytics software in the past two years; Q. Please select the top three factors that triggered your 
investment in new software. Note: Percentages in the chart may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Key take-away 
Differentiate your value proposition by outlining in 
your marketing and sales collateral how businesses are 
boosting employee and process productivity by using 
your BI and data analytics solution. Leverage customer 
testimonials and case studies to showcase how the self-
service capabilities of your software enable even non-IT 
users to improve decision making.

Needed productivity improvements

Overall
IS A TRIGGER IS NOT A TRIGGER

0% 100%

Advertising 

Telecommunication

Services — IT and software

52%

73%

67%

62%

Competitive pressure

Overall
IS A TRIGGER IS NOT A TRIGGER

0% 100%

Property management

Hospitality

Government

42%

60%

54%

51%

Outgrew current technology

Overall
IS A TRIGGER IS NOT A TRIGGER

0% 100%

Accounting

Investment services

Energy/utilities

40%

53%

52%

50%
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Awareness Stage

BI and Data Analytics Software Buying Groups

A significant challenge in software buying is the increasing size of internal buying groups. On average, four to six members are typically involved 
in researching, evaluating and purchasing software options. The challenge compounds as buyers come from varied backgrounds, presenting a 
mix of IT and non-IT departments. While most respondents (42%) say their technology needs are influenced by the IT department, many (28%) say 
they also involve other staff members.

BI and data analytics software buying group composition

Size of the buying group Background of stakeholders

1-3

4-6

7-9

10 or more
16%

18%

26%

41%

Source: Gartner Digital Markets 2022 Global Software Buyer Trends Survey; n = 2,028; Base: Have adopted BI and data analytics software in the past two years; Q. How many employees are typically involved in researching, evaluating 
and purchasing software solutions at your company?; Q. Who handles your organization’s technology needs? Note: Percentages in the chart may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Key take-away 
Build a customer journey map to identify the key tasks buyers need to complete for a software purchase and the people involved 
in the process (say CIOs). This will help you become more empathetic toward buyers’ concerns and provide the right content at 
the right time to help stakeholders complete the purchase tasks.

5%
Non-IT staff members 

handle all our needs

Our IT department 
handles all our needs

Some needs are handled by staff
members, others by the IT department

Some needs are handled internally, others 
are outsourced to an IT service provider

We outsource all our needs to
an IT service provider

42%

28%

18%

7%
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Consideration Stage

Buyers Value Software Ratings and Reviews
With the technology buying process becoming more complex, buyers 
seek trusted sources of information rather than just direct information 
from software providers. Most buyers (49%) say they refer the most to 
software reviews and rating sites to learn about software providers, 
validate the efficacy of their offerings and understand the experiences 
of previous buyers. 

B2B technology providers should incorporate user review sites in their 
marketing and sales efforts to build buyer trust and increase conversion 
rates at different stages of the purchase journey. These sites also assist 
in differentiating products from competition by enabling buyers to 
compare offerings and filter them by reviews, which is often a tedious 
manual process.

Most used channels to learn about BI and data 
analytics software

Source: Gartner Digital Markets 2022 Global Software Buyer Trends Survey; n = 2,028; Base: Have adopted 
BI and data analytics software in the past two years; Q. How many employees are typically involved in 
researching, evaluating and purchasing software solutions at your company?; Q. Who handles your 
organization’s technology needs? Note: Percentages in the chart may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Key take-away 
Focus on popular user review sites that draw significant 
traffic from visitors as well as trusted reviews each 
month. Create your product profile on these sites and 
encourage existing customers to add reviews. The 
fastest way to take advantage of social proof from 
review sites is to incorporate user reviews on your 
website, sales pitch decks, marketing campaigns, and 
other collateral.  

Software ratings/reviews sites 49%

Calls or video calls with sales 
representatives 46%

Vendor websites 41%

Personalized
emails by vendors 36%

Live chat with vendor 
representatives 36%

Live chat on third-party 
research websites 26%

Events or webinars 24%

E-books or white papers 8%

Social media 33%
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Consideration Stage

Most Popular Content Types for Buyers
When prospective buyers engage with a software provider, they 
most commonly refer to online training, video tutorials and product 
documentation/user guides. These content resources help buyers 
analyze a software platform in depth and understand its applicability 
and usability in their business operations.

Key take-away 
Provide midfunnel content such as demo videos, case 
studies and user guides to educate buyers about your 
software. This will help them understand how easy 
it is to set up and use your software. It will also help 
them determine if your software can can meet their 
business needs. 
 
Also, consider localizing your content if you are 
entering new geographies to cater for country 
nuances such as legal and legal and privacy 
regulations, or local SEO optimization. 

2% 
Not sure

Top 5 content types buyers use to make a 
purchase decision

Source: Gartner Digital Markets 2022 Global Software Buyer Trends Survey; n = 2,028; Base: Have adopted 
BI and data analytics software in the past two years; Q. Which of the following content have you ever used 
to help make a purchase decision? Note: Percentages exceed 100%, as respondents were asked to select 
multiple options.

Online training

Video tutorials

Detailed customer 
implementation

stories/case studies

Integration capabilities 
with other platforms

Product documentation/
user guides

46%

41%

40%

34%

33%
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Consideration Stage

Importance of providing content in buyers’ primary languages, by country

Buyers Seek Communication in Their Primary Language

With longer sales cycles, B2B software providers can differentiate themselves by providing in-language support and training for better user 
experience and customer satisfaction. English is not always the preferred language. Most buyers find it important to have support services (82%), 
software user interfaces (80%), training courses and materials (79%) and video tutorials (79%) in their primary language versus English. 

Source: Gartner Digital Markets 2022 Global Software Buyer Trends Survey; n = 2,028; Base: Have adopted BI and data analytics software in the past two years; Q: How important is it to have the following types of content or interactions with a software 
provider in your primary language versus English? Note: Percentages exceed 100% as respondents were asked to select multiple options.

Key take-away 
The best way to expand brand presence in international markets is to provide translated and localized content to buyers. Leverage a mix of 
local talent, partners and content distributors, and multilingual chatbots to do that.

Japan

Italy

Germany

France

South Africa

Mexico

Brazil

Support
services

Software user
interfaces

Training courses
and materials

Video
tutorials

Vendor websites
and landing pages

Independent
user reviews

Third-party
software research

Vendor communication
(emails, update details, etc.) 

67%

84%

80%

66% 68% 68% 74%

80% 81% 83% 80%

89% 88% 88% 84%

94% 94% 90% 90%93%

77% 74%

56% 56% 59%

75% 75%

80% 81% 83% 81%
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Decision Stage

Top Factors for Purchasing Software: Usability and Price
BI and data analytics software buyers are value-conscious; 54% 
of respondents say ease of use and price influence their purchase 
decisions the most. Software functionality is another criterion buyers 
consider, as most organizations use BI and analytics solutions for 
various purposes and, therefore, have more than one “enterprise 
standard” tool. 

Survey results indicate that pricing tends to become less 
important as the business size increases. While most home office 
(1 to 5 employees) and small business (6 to 100 employees) buyers 
say software pricing is very important to them, most midsize business 
(101 to 1,000 employees) buyers say ease of use and large business 
(1,001+ employees) buyers say functionality is the most important 
factor for them.

Top 5 factors influencing software 
purchase decisions

Source: Gartner Digital Markets 2022 Global Software Buyer Trends Survey; n = 2,028; Base: Have adopted 
BI and data analytics software in the past two years; Q: When making a software purchase, which factors 
are most influential in your decision? Note: Percentages exceed 100%, as respondents were asked to select 
multiple options.

Key take-away 
Market the features of your software based on their 
intuitiveness and user-friendliness, such as drag-and-drop 
options and templated dashboards. Also, keep an eye on 
both market competition and the pricing models buyers 
prefer (monthly/annual subscription, perpetual license, 
consumption-based, etc.) to find the ultimate sweet spot to 
price your software. 

54%Ease of use

Price

Customer service and 
support resources

Availability in the cloud

Availability in my country

Functionality

54%

51%

43%

40%

36%
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Decision Stage

User Reviews Widely Impact Buyers’ Purchase Decisions

Customer feedback and reviews are important for software buyers 
across industries. Almost three-quarters of every 10 BI and analytics 
software buyers say user reviews are a valuable part of their 
decision-making process. Move beyond software features and pricing 
to intangible elements such as independent validation on peer review 
sites to differentiate your products and build buyers’ confidence. 

Value of reading peer reviews, by industry 
(rated moderately to very important)

Source: Gartner Digital Markets 2022 Global Software Buyer Trends Survey; n = 2,028; Base: Have adopted BI 
and data analytics software in the past two years; Q. How important is reading user reviews before making a 
software purchase decision? Note: Percentages in the chart may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Key take-away 
Leverage user-generated content from peer review 
sites. Include most recent user reviews and customer 
satisfaction scores in your marketing and sales 
collateral. Also, actively manage customer participation 
and drive reviews by encouraging your existing buyers 
to share feedback on these sites.

Retail/food service

Services — IT and software

Manufacturing

Telecommunications

Services — Other
business, consulting or 

consumer services

Insurance

Transportation

Marketing/PR

Healthcare/medicine

88%

87%

86%

82%

81%

78%

75%

74%

Real estate 74%

78%
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Purchase and Renewal Stage

Buyers Value Customer Support and Training During Onboarding
Use the customer onboarding process to study and influence 
stakeholders who will not only use your product but also impact 
the decision to renew.   
Most BI and data analytics software buyers say they expect access 
to customer support (54%), personalized training (50%) and 
customized implementation support (46%) during onboarding.

Factors software buyers value the most during 
onboarding

Source: Gartner Digital Markets 2022 Global Software Buyer Trends Survey; n = 2,028; Base: Have adopted 
BI and data analytics software in the past two years; Q. When adopting a new software solution, what do you 
value the most in the onboarding process?; Note: Percentages exceed 100%, as respondents were asked to 
select multiple options.

Key take-away 
Create a dedicated implementation team to work 
closely with buyers and help them deploy, integrate 
and use the new software solution. Provide the team 
with the right resources to successfully educate 
business users about your solution and to make it easy 
for them to use. 
 
Make clear mentions in your marketing collateral 
and sales calls that buyers will have training and 
support available.

54%Access to customer support

Personalized training

Knowledge hub for 
self-training/tutorials

Quick user registration
and setup

In-app tips

Onboarding checklist or 
completion bar

Flexible workflows 
adapted to user types

Customized implementation

50%

46%

42%

32%

31%

23%

22%
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Purchase and Renewal Stage

Integration and Alternatives Influence Churn for Software Buyers
Over three-quarters of respondents say they evaluate alternatives 
as the renewal period approaches, even if they are satisfied with 
their existing contracts. Inadequate integration with existing 
applications, too many bugs or system failures and the availability 
of better alternatives are the top reasons buyers replace their BI 
and analytics software. It’s worth noting that during the renewal 
period, software buyers aren’t as price-sensitive and instead look 
at qualitative aspects such as integration capability.

Reasons to replace existing software

Key take-away 
Make sure your software can support a wide range 
of use cases and scenarios. Also, avoid post-purchase 
regret by setting clear expectations upfront on what 
is possible and what is not when it comes to integration 
with existing systems.  
 
Additionally, use intent data to identifying accounts 
at risk of moving to competing solutions and uncover 
cross-sell opportunities to grow existing relationships. 

Source: Gartner Digital Markets 2022 Global Software Buyer Trends Survey; n = 2,028; Base: Have adopted BI and 
data analytics software in the past two years; Q: Why was the decision made to replace this software purchase with 
something else? Note: Percentages exceed 100%, as respondents were asked to select multiple options.

37%
It didn’t work well with our other 

software system

It was too buggy or 
prone to failure

It failed to provide
advertised benefits

We failed to find
a good use case for it

It frustrated our users

Our software
budget was reduced

It cost too much

We found a better
alternative solution

32%

31%

30%

28%

27%

22%

19%

Not sure 2%
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Source: Gartner Digital Markets 2022 Global Software Buyer Trends Survey; n = 2,028; Base: Have adopted BI 
and data analytics software in the past two years; Q: Which of these objectives is your business prioritizing for 
2022, and which do you expect to be permanent strategies? Note: Percentages exceed 100%, as respondents 
were asked to select multiple options.

Recommendation

Use customer reviews to show the time to value and 
return on investment (ROI) from your software solution. 
Build industry- or role-specific business cases that show 
how your product helps end users achieve their business 
objectives.

1 Build a Business 
Case for Technology 
Investment  
 
Justifying software investment with a 
business case can help get buy-in from 
the multiple stakeholders involved in the 
decision-making process and reduce the 
overall length of the sales cycle. Most buyers 
say their organizations take three to nine 
months to evaluate, select and finalize the 
purchase of new software.

Build your business case around the 
outcomes buyers seek to receive using the 
software. For most survey respondents, 
expanding the customer base and 
maintaining relationships with existing 
customers remain the top priorities for 2022.

Top objectives for software buyers for 2022

Permanently increased in priority Temporarily increased in priority

36%
Managing remote 
employees

33%
Providing new 
products and/or 
services 

33%
Maintaining 
normal operations 
during disruption

33%
Creating online 
learning materials

33%
Attracting new 
customers

32%
Maintaining 
relationships with 
existing customers

29%
Ensuring employee 
and customer safety

28%
Maintaining 
cash flow
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Recommendation

Give buyers a first-hand experience of your product 
through a free trial period or proof of concept (POC). 
To target buyers for free trials or demos, look for an 
active buying cycle and identify the most qualified leads. 
Highlight the free trial and demo options on your landing 
pages, website, ads and other customer touchpoints.

After prospects spend a few weeks using the software, 
ask them for feedback. Set up a free-to-paid conversion 
strategy to reach interested buyers after the trial or 
demo and target them with the right content.

2 Promote Free Trials to 
Address the Preliminary 
Challenges of Buyers 
 
Finding the right software is not the only 
challenge for buyers. Many other challenges 
dominate buyers’ minds when it comes to 
purchasing BI and data analytics software. 
Most survey respondents say security (50%), 
compatibility with existing systems (47%), 
staff’s acceptance or training (46%) and 
justifying the investment (41%) are their largest 
concerns when making software investment. 
These concerns, however, differ slightly by 
country, per survey results.

Source: Gartner Digital Markets 2022 Global Software Buyer Trends Survey; n = 2,007 Base: Have adopted CRM in 
the past 2 years; Q. Who handles your organization’s technology needs?

Top 3 challenges when planning investment 
in new software, by country

Security concerns
United States (49%), Japan (60%), France (49%),  
Germany (44%), India (51%), South Africa (58%)

United States (45%), Japan (48%), France (43%),  
Spain (43%)

Japan (49%), France (53%), Germany (51%), 
India (40%)

Staff acceptance or training

Justifying the investment
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Source: Gartner Digital Markets 2022 Global Software Buyer Trends Survey; n = 2,028; Base: Have adopted BI 
and data analytics software in the past two years; Q. How important are the following features when evaluating 
software solutions? Note: Percentages exceed 100%, as respondents were asked to select multiple options.

Recommendation

On your marketing collateral, highlight features and 
functionalities buyers seek in BI and data analytics 
solutions that will improve user experience and reporting 
capabilities, such as intuitive dashboards, easy-to-read 
visualizations, storyboard creation, and templeted 
themes. 

Also, ensure buyers are aware of the full potential of 
your solution and benefit from those features. Provide 
periodic training and continuous customer support to 
check that. 

3 Promote the Features 
Buyers Care About 
 
Better user experience (84%), training and 
support services (84%), data privacy (83%) 
and reporting capabilities (83%) are the top 
attributes buyers seek in BI and data analytics 
software solutions. 

It’s relevant to note that data privacy and 
cybersecurity are very important features for 
about 80% buyers in South Africa, India, and 
the United States.

Features buyers look for in BI and data analytics 
software (Rated moderately to very important)

82%
Seamless 
integrations

81%
Cybersecurity

81%
Distributed cloud

79%

74%

Automation, AI and 
machine learning

Unbundling features 
for tailored pricing

84%
User experience

84%
Training and 
support services

83%
Data privacy

83%

82%

Reporting 
capabilities

Scalability
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Recommendation

Make headway with new or existing customers by 
focussing on the business context they operate in. Show 
your domain expertise with pre-built templates, industry-
specific use cases, or unraveling new user personas. 

New entrants can also focus their products on areas 
not yet comprehensively covered by existing providers 
with best-of-breed solutions and functionalities. Make 
sure your software can easily integrate with existing 
infrastructure and applications used within an enterprise.

4 Build Brand Authority 
with Specific Use Cases 
Most buyers show an affinity for well-
established brands or brands that they 
trust or have already worked with. Yet, one 
in every four BI and analytics buyers is open 
to any provider as long as their solution 
meets the buyers’ business needs.

This shows that while existing providers can 
expect high retention rates if they keep 
their customers satisfied, for new providers, 
it means looking for novel ways to enter 
the market. 

Source: Gartner Digital Markets 2022 Global Software Buyer Trends Survey; n = 2,028; Base: Have adopted BI and data 
analytics software in the past two years; Q: Which statement do you agree most with when evaluating vendors for new 
software? Note: Percentages in the chart may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Buyers’ preference when evaluating 
software providers

We are open to any vendor with a solution that 
could meet our needs

39%
We prefer vendors we’ve already worked with

39%
We prefer well-established software brands

22%



Smart Ways 
to Expand 
Your Reach
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This report summarizes the most important insights from a Gartner Digital Markets survey to help BI and data analytics software providers 
maximize engagement and conversion opportunities at every stage of the customers’ buying journey. 

Connect, Convert and Thrive With Gartner Digital Markets

Get Quality Leads
Pay-per-click campaigns with the Gartner Digital 
Markets network — Capterra, GetApp and Software 
Advice — capture 3X more conversions than the 
industry average. Connect with warmer leads in 
your targeted industries, and reach those buyers as 
they actively search for software solutions with our 
Lead Generation services.

Collect Customer Reviews
Software products with 10 or more reviews on 
Gartner Digital Markets get on average three times 
the product profile page views. Build a trusted 
online reputation by collecting verified user reviews 
with our no-cost Review Collection Service.

Convert Prospects 
With Intent Data
Tap into Gartner Digital Markets’ unparalleled traffic 
volume of 9 million monthly B2B software buyers to 
drive pipeline and nail your outreach with our intent 
data service, Buyer Discovery.

Reach Software Buyers 
From Around the World
Take advantage of international growth 
opportunities by leveraging our local websites, 
translated landing page services and tips on how 
to generate and convert more leads from global 
audiences. We currently offer localized sites for 
buyers visiting Gartner Digital Markets from more 
than 30 high-traffic countries.



Gartner Digital Markets 2022 Global Software Buyer Trends Surveyvv
Results presented are based on a Gartner Digital Markets study to understand business 
challenges and approaches to technology and software investments. The primary 
research was conducted in October 2021 among a total of 2,501 respondents in the 
following countries: United States, Canada, Mexico, United Kingdom, India, Japan, 
Australia, New Zealand, Italy, Portugal, Brazil, Colombia, Belgium, Poland, Netherlands, 
Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Norway, Ireland, Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Germany 
and France.

Respondents were screened for having recently purchased technology and having 
decision-making authority. Respondents were required to be responsible for making 
decisions on technology purchases for their organizations.

Disclaimer: Results do not represent global findings or the market as a whole, but reflect 
the sentiment of the respondents and companies surveyed.

Survey Methodology
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About Gartner Digital Markets
Gartner Digital Markets is the world’s most important resource for software vendors to connect 
with in-market buyers through research, reviews, buyer intent and lead generation. Digital Markets 
comprises the three leading B2B software search websites — Capterra, GetApp and Software 
Advice, serving more than 9 million monthly visitors from around the globe. Gartner Digital Markets 
is proud to partner as a quality, high-volume lead source for more than 40,000 software products.

gartnerdigitalmarkets.com


